A classical and quantum mechanical generalized second law of thermodynamics in cosmology implies constraints on the effective equation of state of the universe in the form of energy conditions, obeyed by many known cosmological solutions, and is compatible with entropy bounds which forbid certain cosmological singularities. In string cosmology the second law provides new information about the existence of non-singular solutions, and the nature of the graceful exit transition from dilaton-driven inflation.
The existence of cosmological singularities and their nature has been intensely investigated, relying on the celebrated singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose [1] , who concluded that if sources in Einstein's equations obey certain energy conditions, cosmological singularities are inevitable. Entropy considerations were brought in only much later, when Bekenstein [2] argued that if the entropy of a visible part of the universe obeys the usual entropy bound from nearly flat space situations [3] , certain cosmological singularities are thermodynamically unacceptable. Recently, Veneziano [4] suggested that a black hole larger than a cosmological horizon cannot form, and therefore the entropy of the universe is always bounded. This suggestion is related, although not always equivalent, to the application of the holographic principle [5] in cosmology [6] [7] [8] [9] .
I propose a concrete classical and quantum mechanical form of a generalized second law (GSL) of thermodynamics in cosmology, valid also in situations far from thermal equilibrium, discuss various entropy sources, such as thermal, geometric and quantum entropy, apply GSL to study cosmological solutions, and show that it is compatible with entropy bounds. GSL allows a more detailed description of how, and if, cosmological singularities are evaded. The proposed GSL is different from GSL for black holes [10] , but the idea that in addition to normal entropy other sources of entropy have to be included has some similarities.
The starting point of our classical discussion is the definition of the total entropy of a domain containing more than one cosmological horizon [4] . For a given scale factor a(t), and a Hubble parameter H(t) =ȧ/a, the number of cosmological horizons within a given comoving volume V = a(t) 3 is simply the total volume divided by the volume of a single horizon, n H = a(t) 3 /|H(t)| −3 (we will ignore numerical factors, use units in which c = 1, G N = 1/16π,h = 1 and discuss only flat, homogeneous, and isotropic cosmologies). If the entropy within a given horizon is S H , then the total entropy is given by S = n H S H . Classical GSL requires that the cosmological evolution, even when far from thermal equilibrium, must obey dS ≥ 0, in addition to Einstein's equations. In particular, 
which can be translated into energy conditions constraining the energy density ρ, and the pressure p of (effective) sources. Using the FRW equations,
ρ + 3H(ρ + p) = 0, and assuming α > −3 (which we will see later is a reasonable assumption ) and of course ρ > 0, we obtain
Adiabatic evolution occurs when the inequalities in eqs. (4, 5) are saturated.
A few remarks about the allowed range of values of α are in order. First, note that the usual adiabatic expansion of a radiation dominated universe with p/ρ = 1/3 corresponds to α = −3/2. Adiabatic evolution with p/ρ < −1, for which the null energy condition is violated would require a source for which α < −3. This is problematic since it does not allow a flat space limit of vanishing H with finite entropy. The existence of an entropy source with α in the range α < −2 does not allow a finite ∂ t S in the flat space limit and is therefore suspected of being unphysical. Finally, the equation of state p = −ρ (deSitter inflation), cannot be described as adiabatic evolution for any finite α.
Let us discuss in more detail three specific examples. First, as already noted we have verified that thermal entropy during radiation dominated (RD) evolution can be described without difficulties, as expected. In that case, α = − 3 2 , reproduces the well known adiabatic expansion, but also allows entropy production. The present era of matter domination requires a more complicated description since in this case one source provides the entropy, and another source the energy.
The second case is that of geometric entropy S g , whose source is the existence of a cosmological horizon [11, 12] . The concept of geometric entropy is closely related to the holographic principle, and it has appeared in this connection recently in discussion of cosmological entropy bounds. For a system with a cosmological horizon S H g is given by (ignoring numerical factors)
The equation of state corresponding to adiabatic evolution with dominant S g , is obtained
by substituting α = −2 into eqs. (4, 5) , leading to p/ρ = 1 for positive and negative H.
This equation of state is simply that of a free massless scalar field, also recognized as the two dilaton-driven inflation (DDI) (±) vacuum branches of 'pre-big-bang' string cosmology [13] in the Einstein frame. In [4] this was found for the (+) branch in the string frame as an "empirical" observation. In general, for the case of dominant geometric entropy, GSL requires, for positive H, p ≤ ρ, obtained also by [6] and [7] using a different argument. Note that deSitter inflation (DSI) is definitely allowed. For negative H, GSL requires ρ ≤ p, and therefore forbids, for example, a time reversed history of our universe, or a contracting deSitter universe with a negative constant H.
The third case is that of quantum entropy S q , associated with quantum fluctuations.
This form of entropy was discussed in [14, 15] . Specific quantum entropy is approximately
given by (again, ignoring numerical factors)
where n k ≫ 1 are occupation numbers of quantum modes. Note that quantum entropy is substantial only for highly excited quantum states, such as the squeezed states obtained by amplification of quantum fluctuations during inflation. Quantum entropy does not seem to be expressible in general as S H q = |H| α , since occupation numbers depend on the whole history of the evolution. We will discuss this form of entropy in more detail later, when the quantum version of GSL is proposed.
We would like to show that it is possible to formally define a temperature, and that the definition is compatible with the a generalized form of the first law of thermodynamics.
Recall that the first law for a closed system states that
Let us now consider the case of single entropy source and formally define a temperature T ,
, since E = ρV and S = sV . Using eqs. (3), and s = |H| α+3 , we obtain
|H| α+1 , and therefore
Note that to ensure positive temperatures α > −3, a condition which we have already encountered. Note also that for α > −1, T diverges in the flat space limit, and therefore a source with this value of α is suspect of being unphysical, leading to the conclusion that the physical range of α is −2 ≤ α ≤ −1. A compatibility check requires T We turn now to discuss entropy bounds, cosmological singularities, and GSL. Bekenstein [3] suggested that in flat space there is a universal entropy bound on the maximal entropy content in a region containing energy E and of size L, S < EL, and then applied this idea to cosmology [2] , by choosing the particle horizon
as L. Recently Veneziano [4] argued that since a black hole larger than the horizon cannot form, the largest entropy in a region corresponds to having just one black hole per Hubble volume H −3 , namely (introducing the Planck mass
This conjecture was further supported in [8] . Perhaps a link between the two distinct entropy bounds can be established by choosing instead of d p , the Hubble radius H −1 [4, 7, 8] and since
, the condition S < EL is translated into eq. (9) . Note that when applied to non-inflationary cosmology, as done in [2] , particle horizon and Hubble radius are about the same and therefore both bounds give similar constraints on S H . Assuming a single dominant
namely, that geometric entropy should always be the dominant source of entropy. A word of caution about numerical factors is due here. Some of the numerical factors which we have ignored may turn out to be quite large, for example, the number of species of particles, or the volume of some extra dimensions, etc. If such large numerical coefficients appear in S H , bound (10) can be weakened or strengthened accordingly.
The consequences of (10) regarding cosmological singularities are the following,
• If sources of entropy characterized by α > −2 exist, bound (10) is simply the condition H < M p (ignoring factors such as the number of species etc.). Since we expect at least thermal entropy to be present even during an epoch of high curvature, the entropy bound (10) does not allow a cosmological singularity, as shown for RD universe in thermal equilibrium by Bekenstein [2] .
• If the only source of entropy is S g , α = −2, bound (10) is satisfied at all times if it is satisfied initially.
• If only sources with α < −2 existed, bound (10) would have required H > M p , so a flat space solution is forbidden, as we already discovered previously, by noticing that for this range the time derivative of S blows up in the weak curvature limit.
Recall also that for α < −3 specific entropy blows up in the flat space limit and that adiabatic evolution requires negative temperatures. Singularities are not prevented by the entropy bound for this range of α. H 2 , shows that decelerated contraction is not allowed by GSL. The conclusion is that for the case of accelerated contraction GSL and the entropy bound are not compatible.
Is
To resolve the conflict between GSL and the entropy bound, we propose adding a missing quantum entropy term dS Quantum = −µdn H , where µ(a, H,Ḣ, ...) is a "chemical potential"
motivated by the following heuristic argument. The specific entropy is given by (7), and we consider for the moment one type of quantum fluctuations that preserves its identity throughout the evolution. Changes in S q result from the well known phenomenon of freezing and defreezing of quantum fluctuations. For example, quantum modes whose wavelength is stretched by an accelerated cosmic expansion to the point that it is larger than the 7 horizon, become frozen ("exit the horizon"), and are lost as dynamical modes, and conversely quantum modes whose wavelength shrinks during a period of decelerated expansion ("reenter the horizon"), thaw and become dynamical again. Taking into account this "quantum leakage" of entropy, requires that the first law should be modified as in open systems T dS = dE + P dV − µdN, as first suggested in [16] .
Consider a universe going through a period of decelerated expansion, containing some quantum fluctuations which have reentered the horizon (for concreteness, it is possible to think about a homogeneous and isotropic background of gravitational waves). In this case, physical momenta simply redshift, but since no new modes have reentered, and since occupation numbers do not change by simple redshift, then within a fixed comoving volume, entropy does not change. However, if there are some frozen fluctuations outside the horizon "waiting to reenter" then there will be a change in quantum entropy, because the minimal comoving wave number of dynamical modes k min , will decrease due to the expansion, k min (t + δt) < k min (t). The resulting change in quantum entropy is ∆s q = k min (t) k min (t+δt) k 2 dk ln n k , and since k min (t) = a(t)H(t), ∆S q = a(t)H(t) a(t+δt)H(t+δt) k 2 dk ln n k = −∆(aH) 3 ln n k=aH , provided ln n k is a smooth enough function. therefore, since n H = (aH) 3 ,
where parameter µ is taken to be positive. Obviously, the result depends on the spectrum n k , but typical spectra are of the form n k ∼ k β , and therefore we may take as a reasonable
